Mobile Informer Mobile Inspections
Maximo Inspections are now available wherever you are

IBM Maximo Asset Management Work Centers are dynamic visual

BENEFITS
Native mobile Maximo Inspections

dashboards that allow users to view role based information from existing applications. The Inspections Work Center is a powerful tool used

app provides transparent online/ of-

for creating inspection forms. With the release of the Mobile Informer

fline function powered by the Mobile

Inspections Application for Maximo, you can now take your inspections

Informer platform
Allows users to conduct Maximo
inspections even while offline
Installs quickly and remotely for

wherever you go.
Interloc’s Mobile Informer Inspections app now makes it possible to perform inspec-

immediate productivity gains

tions based on the Inspections Work Center, even in a fully disconnected environment.

Paper-based inspections can be

Mobile Informer’s seamless transitions between online and offline usage ensure that

phased out completely

inspection data is kept up to date. Even if the device is offline, inspections can continue,

Inspectors can minimize office

uninterrupted, with no loss of features or data, and no degradation of performance.

visits
Simple user interface designed
specifically for Maximo Inspection
activities encourages 100% user

Put the Power of the Inspections Work Center in Your Users’ Hands

acceptance

With the Mobile Inspections app, you can:

Leverages full range of hardware

View assigned inspections and details

capabilities including photographs,

Search assigned inspections by:

barcode scanning, and biometric
authentication
Supports multi-language Maximo
implementations

Asset/Location number and description
Inspection Form name and number
Work Order number and description

Complete assigned inspections
Create an unscheduled inspection
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P R OVE N . RE L IABL E. G UAR AN TE E D.

Inspections - Paper = Improved Efficiency

FEATURE LIST
View inspections by work order,

Mobile Inspections is a simple, turn-key, out-of-the-box Mobile Inspections app that’s

route, asset, or location

completely integrated with Maximo and powered by the Mobile Informer platform. In-

Scan an asset or location to search

former Inspections was designed from the ground up specifically for the IBM Maximo

for and start inspections

Inspections Work Center.

Save partial inspections for completion later, even by another inspector
Capture meter readings, including

Maximo’s Inspections Work Center supports performing inspections for maintenance,

operator rounds

assessments, audits, reports, safety analysis, and surveys. Not only will Informer In-

Mark up photographs prior to upload

spections remove the paper from your process, but the streamlining of the entire in-

Capture signatures via touchscreen

spections process can increase inspection rates by as much as 50%.

Offline-first architecture ensures full
performance and data availability,
even if disconnected.

100% User Acceptance

Supports both planned and ad hoc
inspections

Mobility promises improved productivity and increased ROI, but those gains are only

Suitable for inspections, assess-

fully realized when your maintenance workforce embraces a mobile solution. Mobile

ments, audits, reports, safety analy-

Informer apps are native apps, meaning they provide all of the mobile device features

sis, and surveys

your users are familiar with – enhancing the user experience and ultimately driving the
highest level of user adoption.
Informer Inspections is designed to be intuitive and provide engagement, adoption,

About Interloc

retention and task success. This allows your users to focus on their work, rather than

Interloc Solutions is an IBM Gold Business

they are interacting with Maximo at all!

learning how to navigate a new tool. In fact, many Mobile Informer users are unaware

Partner that provides innovative consulting
and managed services, as well as unique
mobile solutions to make your business

Powered by the Mobile Informer Platform

successful. From mobility to Cloud to

Installed as a Maximo application, the Mobile Informer platform delivers reliable data

smart devices, Interloc is 100% dedicated

synchronization with unparalleled performance. Mobile Informer customers transfer

to helping you realize the greatest poten-

millions of records flawlessly, with tens of thousands of work order transactions daily.

tial from your Maximo investment.

Other benefits of the Mobile Informer platform include:
Administration performed within Maximo, including user and device manage-
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ment.
Powerful user and device management tools for total control
Affords the highest security, supporting multi-factor authentication
Employs IBM best practices, including the use of Maximo Integration Framework
(MIF) web services and Maximo Business Objects (MBOs)
Designed to make your Maximo upgrades painless and straightforward
Can be deployed quickly and remotely in collaboration with your IT department
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